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Abstract
In the child cultural assets of juvenile literature and the movie, the growth story that the main
characters accomplish a preferable change is not few. Howl of the animation movie ’Howl’s Moving
Castle.’ has been greatly changed, too. But it is the one opposite to general growth. 
Becouse Howl’s problem is solved by parting with power to obtain because of the contract with
the satan of the fire. 
But to part with the power is a necessary change for Howl to do a preferable way of life.So,it will
be able to be understood, this is a certain kind of "Growth". And it is Sophie that changes Howl.
Though she is a girl who supports Howl,she makes the chance to change Howl by overturning the
relation between Howl and her .
This movie has overturned the stereotype of the characters’ relation and growth. I think that it is a
feature of this movie "Howl’s Moving Castle." 
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